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CATs: Task Planning for Shared Control of Assistive Robots
with Variable Autonomy

Samuel Bustamante, Gabriel Quere, Daniel Leidner, Jörn Vogel, Freek Stulp

Abstract— From robotic space assistance to healthcare
robotics, there is increasing interest in robots that offer
adaptable levels of autonomy. In this paper, we propose an
action representation and planning framework that is able
to generate plans that can be executed with both shared
control and supervised autonomy, even switching between
them during task execution. The action representation –
Constraint Action Templates (CATs) – combine the advantages
of Action Templates [1] and Shared Control Templates [2].
We demonstrate that CATs enable our planning framework to
generate goal-directed plans for variations of a typical task of
daily living, and that users can execute them on the wheelchair-
robot EDAN in shared control or in autonomous mode.

I. INTRODUCTION

In applications ranging from robotic space assistance [3] to
healthcare robotics [4], there is an increasing need for robots
with adaptable levels of autonomy, including direct control,
shared control, supervised autonomy, and full autonomy. For
instance, studies with users of wheelchair-mounted robots
show that more robot autonomy is not always better, and
flexible systems are recommended [5], [6]. As a concrete
example on our own wheelchair-robot EDAN [7], a user may
want to initiate the opening of a door in shared control [8],
but let the crossing of the doorway be done autonomously.

In this paper, we propose a hybrid task-planning and
motion-generation framework that enables plans to be
executed with both shared control and supervised autonomy,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. It combines the advantages of
two approaches. From hybrid planning, it inherits hybrid
symbolic/geometric action representations, which enable
symbolic planning of actions sequences to achieve a given
goal. From shared control, it inherits the feature that users are
enabled to control a high-dimensional robotic system with
low-dimensional user input commands with task-specific
support.

Concretely, the main contributions of this paper are:
1) Proposing a novel action representation Constraint Action
Templates (CATs). As summarized in Fig. 2, CATs combine
Action Templates [1] and Shared Control Templates [2].
2) Introducing a novel hybrid task-planning framework
for CATs, which enables goal-directed planning of shared
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Fig. 1. Our task-planning framework in an example situation with our
wheelchair-robot EDAN. Left: A symbolic planner generates a plan with
all the necessary symbolic transitions to satisfy the goal. The shared control
planner creates an SCT, which is a finite state machine. Right: During plan
execution, the user can traverse the SCT with an interface in shared control,
or request autonomous completion of the task.

control plans. 3) Demonstrating that CATs enable appropriate
task plans to be automatically generated for variations of a
typical task of daily living on EDAN [7]. 4) Show that the
plans can be executed in shared control [9] or supervised
autonomous mode [10], and even allows users to switch
between them during task execution.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in the next
section, we present Action Templates and Shared Control
Templates; further related work beyond these approaches is
discussed later in Section VI. In Section III, we describe
the CAT action representation, and Section IV explains how
CATs are used for hybrid planning and plan execution. The
validation on EDAN is described in Section V. We conclude
with Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

We combine two action representations: Action Templates
and Shared Control Templates, both illustrated in Fig. 2.

A. Action Templates (ATs)

ATs (Fig. 2, first row) are action representations that
enable hybrid symbolic/geometric planning for autonomous
robots [11], [1]. An example AT for a picking task (object
.pick) is shown in Listing 1. The header of an AT is a
declarative action definition specified with PDDL [12]. Its
body is a sequence of robot operations that generates motion



Fig. 2. Relation of CATs to previous work [1], [2].

plans and the required movements for the action, linked to
geometric properties of the objects in the world.

;; Header: declarative action specification in PDDL

:parameters (?o - _object ?m - _manipulator ?t - _tray)
:precondition (and(free ?rn) (on ?o ?t))
:effect (and(bound ?o ?m) (not. (free ?m)) (not. (on

?o ?t.)))

;; Body: a sequence of geometric operations that generate
;; motion plans and movements

(...)
operations = [

(’move_hand’, manip, graspset.approach_grasp) ,
(’plan_to’, manip, graspset.approach_frame, object_.
frame),
(’plan_to’, manip, graspset.grasp_frame, object_.
frame),
(’bind’, manip, object_.name),
(’move_hand’, manip, graspset.pre_grasp),
(’move_hand’, manip, graspset.grasp)]

Listing 1: AT for _object.pick, taken from [11].

Planning with ATs is a hybrid symbolic/geometric process.
The AT planner retrieves the symbolic headers of all ATs, and
a PDDL representation of the current state of the world. It
then generates a symbolic plan, i.e. a chain of ATs, to satisfy
the given goal. The geometric operations in the AT chain are
then called in order (e.g. generating a motion plan with a
rapidly-exploring random tree, RRT [13]), and executed in
simulation to assert reachability and collision avoidance. If a
simulation fails, the planner re-tries with different parameter
sets; if all fail, a backtracking mechanism discards the action,
and restarts the symbolic planner [1]. Finally, if the planner
is able to simulate the whole plan, it is executed on the robot.

The implementations of the operations in an AT have not
been made with shared control in mind, and the resulting
plans can therefore not be readily used in the context of
shared control. Our aim in this paper is to extend the AC
framework, so that the resulting plans can (also) be used for

shared control.

B. Shared Control Templates (SCTs)

SCTs are action representations that allow users to control
high-dimensional robotic systems with only low-dimensional
user input commands [2], [9], for instance from a 3D joystick
or electromyography sensors. They provide task-relevant
support in fields such as assistive robotics [2] or robotic
surgery [14].

In an SCT, Input Mappings (IM) map the user commands
to end-effector displacements. Different task phases require
different IMs: when transporting a bottle, 3D input
commands map to end-effector translational motions, with no
orientation control to avoid spilling. However when pouring
from the bottle, the bottle tip has a fixed position, but its
orientation can be controlled, allowing the bottle to be tilted.
IMs thus require knowledge about the relevant frames of
reference of a task (e.g. the relative pose between a cup and
a bottle tip), and which inputs map to which displacements
in these frames. Additionally, Active Constraints may limit
the range of motion provided by an IM, e.g. to limit the
angle at which a bottle is tilted to avoid pouring too quickly.

Fig. 3. An SCT with three states, each with their own Input Mapping and
Active Constraints. Image adapted from [2].

As different phases of a task requires different mappings
and constraints (e.g. transport of a bottle vs. pouring from it),
an SCT combines several of them in a Finite State Machine,
as illustrated in Fig. 3. State transitions occur when metrics
of interest (such as the distance between the bottle and the
mug while pouring, or the measured vertical force while
releasing) reach established thresholds.

As we shall explain in more detail in Section IV-C,
SCTs can be executed both with user commands as input
(which motivated their design), but also with autonomously
generated commands (which enables autonomous execution
of SCTs, without user commands) [10].

So far SCTs have been hand-coded for tasks [2], or
partially learned from demonstrations [9]. Our aim in this
paper is to partially automate their generation with a hybrid
task planning approach, as in the AT framework. See also
the comparison in Fig. 2.

III. CONSTRAINT ACTION TEMPLATES (CATS)

CATs aim to have the best of both the AT and SCT
worlds. That is, the task-planning functionality from ATs,
and the shared control functionality from SCTs. How this
combination is achieved is sketched in Fig. 2 (bottom), and
explained in the following.

Each CAT has a PDDL action definition in the header, and
geometric operations in its body. An example CAT file for
opening a microwave (_microwave.open) is in Listing 2.



;; Header: declarative action specification in PDDL
;; Difference to AT: Effects distributed over blocks

@parameters
(?micro - _microwave ?rob - _manipulator)

@precondition
(and (free ?rob) (enclosed ?micro))

;; Body: a sequence of operations
;; Diff. to AT: operations are clustered in blocks
;; Diff. to AT: operations will be mapped to SCT states

@sets
use micro.sets.open[rob] as rmset

@block.approach microwave
operation(rob, "move_fingers", rmset.open_hand)
operation(rob.frames.hand, "reach_full_pose", rmset.

start_button)
effect = (and (not(free ?rob)))

@block.push button
operation(rob, "move_fingers", rmset.microwave_pinch)
operation(rmset.fingertip, "reach_position", micro.frames

.button_approach, use_constraint = "cone")
operation(rmset.fingertip, "reach_position", micro.frames

.button_contact, use_constraint = "line",
end_effector_force = force_button)

force_button = {axis:"x", value: micro.open_button_force}
effect = (and(not(enclosed ?micro)))

@block.go back
operation(rob.frames.hand, "local_axis_motion", rob.

frames.hand, axis = "-z", distance = 0.15)
operation(rob, "move_fingers", rmset.open_hand)
effect = (and(free ?rob))

Listing 2: CAT for _microwave.open.

CATs extend Action Templates by allowing for more fine-
grained specification of effects of the individual operations
in so-called “blocks”. For instance, opening the microwave
requires an approach, a push, and a go back block, which
each have their own partial effects, see Listing 2. As we shall
see in Section IV-B, each operation in the CAT maps to one
state in the SCT. The block structure allows effects to be
associated with the states in the SCT that achieve them.

The symbolic planner plans with PDDL action definitions,
not with individual operations or blocks. Therefore, the
overall effects of a CAT are determined by iterating from
its last block to its first and obtaining the list of effects, as
illustrated in Fig. 5 (left). When performing this so-called
effect tally, the list should contain only non-repeated and
non-negated state literals, e.g. one could not add not(free

?robot) from approach_microwave, because it is negated in
the last block go_back.

As we are combining several action representations
(PDDL, Action Templates, Shared Control Templates), let us
clarify the etymology of our terminology before continuing.
The term ‘action’ is taken from PDDL. In pure PDDL,
there are only actions. Actions must have preconditions and
completely specified effects. An action is the highest level
of abstraction in Action Templates and CATs. The term
‘operation’ is taken from Action Templates, and represents
one call to a motion or grasp planning algorithm (e.g. RRT)
or a hand-coded procedure for motion generation. A ‘block’

is specific to CATS, and provides partial effect specifications
for several operations.

A. Grounding of Objects and Frames of Reference

The operators in a CAT often refer to objects and frames of
reference, e.g. micro.frames.button_contact is the frame
of reference of the button of the microwave. All objects and
their frames are stored in the Object DataBase (ODB), and
updated in the World State Representation (WSR) [1], [7].

CATs and the ODB follow an object-centric paradigm:
actions are defined around the objects classes that take part
in them, according to a hierarchy illustrated in Fig. 4. During
execution however, the parameters come from specific
instances of the object classes. To give an example, the CAT
in Listing 2 needs the parameters of a _microwave instance,
such as the specific lab_microwave, and one _manipulator

instance, such as the specific edan_arm.

Fig. 4. A portion of the hierarchy for object classes, adapted from [1].
Object classes have a single leading underscore and are shown in yellow,
while object instances (and their frames) are shown in grey.

Instance parameters (fig. 4) can have three types:
1) Instance properties: For example the force expected from
the lab_microwave button. 2) Frames: explicit definitions
of the object frames referenced to the instance. Each
_microwave instance will store a button_contact frame with
respect to its origin. 3) Object-Robot sets: Some properties
are specific to a combination of an object instance and a
robot instance. Sets (@sets in Listing 2) contain an arbitrary
number of robot-object properties on a given context. For
instance, lab_microwave stores different opening finger
configuration and fingertip frames, one for each hand type
of EDAN.

IV. PLANNING AND EXECUTION WITH CATS

A. Symbolic planner

The parameters, preconditions and effects (acquired
through effect tallies) of each CAT and the current state of the
objects in the world (see Section III-A) completely specify
what is known as the ‘domain’ in the PDDL language. Given
the domain and the user goal (also expressed in PDDL
e.g. (on red_mug lab_micro) 1) , the planner produces the
sequence of CATs that can turn the state of the world into a
state containing the goal, if such a plan exists. We use Fast
Downward [15] for end-to-end PDDL planning.

1Note: with (on object microwave) we model ”on the microwave
inner surface” and not ”on top of the microwave”.



In the example in Fig. 5, the goal (on red_mug lab_micro

) can be achieved by first opening the door of the microwave
(using the CAT in Listing 2), then grasping the mug,
and finally placing the mug in the microwave. But the
same actions could also fulfill other goals from different
initial states; for example, the planner could also use use
_microwave.open or _container.pick to achieve goals like
(opened lab_micro) or (on red_mug lab_table).

Fig. 5. Symbolic planning with CATs Left: Schematic of the CAT for
_microwave.open and the procedure to obtain an effect tally. Top right:
The PDDL information, included the effect tally, provides a PDDL action
description, and is stored in a domain.pddl file. Bottom right: An end-
to-end PDDL planner can generate a symbolic plan that solves the goal with
the object instances in the world.

B. Shared Control planner

As mentioned in Section II-A, the implementation of
operations in Action Templates cannot be readily used in
the context of shared control. CATs solve this problem by
mapping each operation to one state of a Shared Control
Template (see Section II-B), which have been designed
specifically for this purpose. The output of the planner is one
large Shared Control Template. In comparison, such FSMs
in previous work needed to be created and fine-tuned by
hand [2].

Once there is a symbolic plan containing a list of CATs
to be traversed by the robot, our task-planning framework
aggregates all their operations and generates an new SCT
from them. This SCT, shown in Fig. 6A., is a large linear
FSM containing one state for every operation in the planned
CATs, and only forward transitions. The planner creates
the basic elements of an SCT state (input mappings, active
constraints, and transitions), and includes the parameters of
the object instances. Operations thus provide a blueprint for
the robot to interpret how a movement should be performed
regardless of the autonomy level.

The structure of a CAT operation is shown on Fig. 6B. It
contains three required arguments and an unlimited number
of optional keyword arguments. The required arguments are,
in order, the motion reference (meaning the frame or item

TABLE I
OPERATIONS INCLUDED IN OUR CATS IMPLEMENTATION

Operation name
Implementation Transition

reach_full_pose
The user starts or stops the motion,
which is a simple point-to-point motion
in SE(3).

Target position and
orientation are reached
with a small tolerance.

reach_position
The user controls the actuated frame in
a translational motion, and the motion
uses constraints defined by the axes of the
target frame (e.g. a cone on the Z axis).

Position (but not
orientation) is reached
with a small tolerance.

move_fingers
The robot moves the fingers while the user
is waiting.

Timeout of one second to
finish the finger motion.

local_axis_motion
The user controls a 1D translational
motion, in one of the axes of the target
frame.

Actuated frame
displacement reaches a
treshold.

actuated by the robot, like the hand configuration or the
fingertip frame), the type of the operation, and a target
(viz. an object frame or a finger target). Keyword arguments
can add adjustments to the motion, most notably constraints
(cones, lines, etc.) from our constraint model collection [9].
Our first implementation of CATs contains four operation
types, explained in Table I, each of which has a prefabricated
state primitive. Each generated SCT state is thus assembled
from the primitives and the keyword arguments.

Example: To press a microwave button in Listing 2
(@block.push_button) the SCT would first contain a state
in which the fingers would move to a pinch (first op.); then,
a state in which the user could steer the joystick-controlled
fingertip in 3D while staying in a cone volume towards an
approach position (relative to the button, second op.); finally,
in another state the SCT would assist the button press by
applying a line constraint to the fingertip (third op.).

Force transitions: SCTs states and the Automaton have
support for force transitions [2], [10]. CATs wrap this
functionality in the keyword arguments, and allow to override
the original primitive transitions. To name one example: in
@block.push_button of Listing 2, the transition where the
fingertip frame reaches the contact button (third op.) only
happens after the robot senses a horizontal force, using an
instance-specific treshold micro.open_button_force.

C. Execution of the generated SCT

The SCT generated by the planner can be executed in
shared control, supervised autonomy, or a mixture of both.
For example, while opening a microwave, the user could start
moving with a 3D joystick, but then click to let the robot
finish the task when it gets close to the button. The user can
also trade back autonomy at any time, and continue with
the task in shared control. Although the original SCTs were
designed for shared control with user inputs, an Automaton
(presented in [10]) can execute them autonomously by
generating the commands, rather than a human. Furthermore,



Fig. 6. Left: Schematic of an SCT generated by our planning framework. Right: Procedure for generating one SCT state from a CAT operation.

we demonstrated previously that smooth transitions between
shared control and autonomous execution are possible during
the task [10].

The Automaton is capable of traversing all the states
required by a plan, effectively providing supervised
autonomy after a button press, and within an SCT. However,
before CATs these plans had been provided ad-hoc for every
SCT, as the robot did not have any symbolic knowledge of
the tasks and was not able to reason about goals.

V. VALIDATION ON EDAN

Robot: All experiments were conducted on EDAN,
which consists of a wheelchair with a 8-DOF light-weight
robot with a three-fingered hand shown in fig. 7. The
wheelchair base, arm, and hand can be controlled through
electromyography, a 3D joystick, and/or a tablet graphical
user interface (GUI). As a fallback to SCT execution, EDAN
offers a manual mode interface with mode switches. More
details about EDAN and these interfaces can be found in [7].
Only the 3D joystick interface was used in the experiments.

Task: We consider an activity of daily living involving the
placement of a cup in and out of a microwave. The different
variations of this task, i.e. the different initial conditions and
goals, are listed Table II. Both are provided to the planning
algorithm as PDDL specifications.

Planning process: For each demo, the position of the
objects and the initial symbolic state2 were specified
before the experiment, and loaded into the World State
Representation (WSR). Based on the goal, the initial state
and the library of CATs, symbolic plans were generated with
Fast Downward [15] just-in-time before the plan execution.
The different CATs that were implemented and used by the
planner are listed in the final column of Table II.

Plan execution: Plans were executed either in shared
control, supervised autonomy, or switching between the two
during the task (see the fourth column in Table II). Shared

2We use a closed-world assumption, meaning that a semantic state that
is not specified in the WSR is considered as False.

control was performed by an expert user, using a 3D joystick
for shared control. Plan executions are illustrated both in
Fig. 7, as well as in the video attached as supplementary
material.

Previous work has shown that executing SCTs (without
CATs) in autonomous mode is not slower than in shared
control [10], and that a human in shared control is faster
than in direct manual control [2].

Planning time duration: In a separate test (not executed
on the robot), we show on table III the planning times for 10
runs of a (on red_mug lab_microwave) task on an Intel(R)
Xeon(R) with 8 cores. The times reported in the Symbolic
Plan row include the generation of the domain.pddl file
from the CAT files and the call to Fast Downward. We
also show the time needed to convert the symbolic plan to
an SCT. To assess how well planning times scale with the
number of objects in the world, we generated plans for scenes
containing 10 and 40 mugs, where only one was involved in
the plan.

Discussion and limitations: The experiments demonstrate
that our approach is able to generate symbolic plans for
variations of a task, convert the plans to SCTs, and execute
these SCTs with different levels of autonomy. Planning times
in the experiments are below 1s. Although we cannot prove
that an SCT is always successfully executed autonomously,
in previous work we have shown a success rate of 93-98% for
SCT task execution in an obstacle-free scenario [10]. We do
not yet implement joint space planning nor simulations with
feasibility checks and backtracking mechanisms as in the
Action Templates approach. We expect to implement these
features in future work to improve the robustness of the CATs
framework, albeit with longer planning times.

VI. RELATED WORK

There is a need for goal-guided interaction in Human-
Computer interaction, particularly for non-expert users [16].
However, while there is a large body of work in shared
control of assistive robotic systems, for instance on systems



Demo Goal Starting position Autonomy level CATs queried

1 (on red_mug
lab_microwave) Video
frames: Fig. 7 (top row)

Closed microwave and the
mug on the table.

Shared control with multiple
supervised autonomy
triggers during task
execution.

_microwave.open(lab_microwave, edan_arm),
_container.grasp(lab_table, red_mug, edan_arm),
_microwave.place(lab_microwave, red_mug, edan_arm).

2 (on red_mug
lab_table). Video
frames: Fig. 7 (bottom row).

Closed microwave and mug
inside the microwave.

Shared control. _microwave.open(lab_microwave, edan_arm),
_container.grasp(lab_microwave, red_mug, edan_arm),
_table.place(lab_table, red_mug, edan_arm).

3 (not (enclosed
lab_microwave))

Closed microwave. Full supervised autonomy. _microwave.open(lab_microwave, edan_arm)

TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF THE PLANS GENERATED AND EXECUTED ON EDAN.

Fig. 7. Left: EDAN. Right: Two task examples, achieving goals (on red_mug lab_microwave) (top) & (on red_mug lab_table) (bottom).
At every snapshot we annotate the symbolic state, as well as the level of autonomy (shared control [SC], or supervised autonomy [SA]).

1 mug 10 mugs 40 mugs
Symbolic plan 0.446± 0.021 0.574± 0.047 0.837± 0.055
SCT generation 0.375± 0.037 0.422± 0.035 0.570± 0.034
Total 0.820± 0.037 1.000± 0.065 1.407± 0.085

TABLE III
TASK PLANNING COMPUTATION TIMES (µ± σ, TEN RUNS, SECONDS)

that blend the command of the user with an autonomy
module [17], [18], research about creating a sequence of
shared control tasks towards a goal is rare. While planned
shared control systems exist [19], [20], [21], they usually
do not plan an explicitly long sequence of actions while
providing the option to switch to supervised autonomy.

In the brain-machine interface (BMI) community there
are inference systems that leverage knowledge to discover
and exploit the user goal while executing a manipulation
task [22], [23], and planning systems where the user
inputs a goal that the robot plans and later executes by
itself [24]. In a similar direction as us, albeit in the domain
of wheelchair navigation, Lopes et al. [25] use a hybrid-
planning framework to create a grid the user can traverse with
a BMI. In the teleoperation literature there has been research
in adaptive movement constraints (virtual fixtures) [26] and
on-the-fly goal-oriented pedagogical task demonstrators for
a space robot [27].

The paradigm for simultaneously creating symbolic high-
level and geometric low-level plans in robotics is usually
called hybrid planning. There are many practical robotics
applications, like in space [28], search-and-rescue [29] and
household robotics [30]. On the symbolic side, one of the
most famous formalisms for symbolic descriptions of actions
is the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [12].

On the geometric side, our work is inspired by the task
frame formalism [31], which modeled robot contacts in
terms of frames of interest within a task. This approach
is close to the one of Bartels and Beetz [32], where they
use an object-frame constraint representation for planning in
an autonomous system. Workspace limits and task-related
constraints have also been studied by Berenson et al. [33]
and Pérez-D’Arpino et al. [34].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose the Constraint Action Template
framework, which combines Action Templates and Shared
Control Templates, with the main aim of enabling task-
planning for shared control. To the best of our knowledge,
CATs are the first action representation that allows
symbolic planning of action sequences that can be used
for shared control and autonomous execution (using the
Automaton [10]), even allowing smooth switches between
the two during execution.

This paper has introduced CATs and validated that the
plans they generated can be used to successfully complete
tasks. In future work, we will use a more extensive set of
CATs and operations, and port the missing features from
ATs. It was also beyond the scope of this paper to explain
how perception can be used to ground the objects and their
PDDL symbols under uncertainty. This is being studied in
parallel in our robotics institute [35] and the EDAN team [7].

Finally, with a more diverse repertoire of actions and tasks,
we will also be able to conduct user studies. Preliminary
studies on SCTs and ATs have confirmed their usability in
assistive [2] and space robotics [3].
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